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Introduction:
In this report, we will explain the material we used, the mechanical design of our robot,
our navigation strategy and firing mechanism, circuitry design, and a few coding
techniques.
In order to comply with the minimum specification each robot had to:
-

Go to the target in other island 1
Fire at least two ping pong balls to the opponent
Return to the target in the island it started
Stay in water (more than half of the robot should be in water at any given time)

Walle can load and fire up to 6 ping pong balls and is able to navigate to the other island and
return while avoiding collisions and staying in field. The navigation system utilizes the beacon
detector, IR range finders, bumper sensors, and tape detecting IR sensors.

Materials:
-

Two 7.2v batteries
Two IR proximity sensors 2
Beacon detector (2 KHz)
Foamcore, MDF,and acrylic sheets
Six reflective optical sensors with transistor outputs
Two DC motors and encoders 2
One H-Bridge board 2
One ULN2003A board 2
Uno 32
3 bumper sensors2
On/off switch
One servo motor2
4 flexible rubber links2
Servo head 2
Two driving wheels2
Tail wheel2
Metal rods

1

Appendix I shows a typical map of the field.

2

The link to these parts is attached in appendix II
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Methods:
Mechanical design:
After collaborating and discussing different ideas to implement the mechanical design
and shooting mechanism that would comply with the project specification, we came up with a
square design for the base. For the beacon detector and beacon platform, we designed a box that
was attached to the base using a column. Using this design, we could place beacon on top of the
box and by making a slit on the front of the box, we left an aperture for the beacon detector
which sits in the box in order for it to be more directional.
The base is consists of two square boxes which are attached and have a common floor.
As seen on figure 1, the shooting mechanism, and proximity sensors are on top of the front box.
Inside the front box, there are two DC motors and their encoders, the ULN 2003A board, and Hbridge board. The bumper sensors are placed in front of the front box and the tape detector
platform is mounted under the box.

Figure 1: Mechanical design of Walle
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Uno 32 and the batteries are placed in the rear box. The beacon detector platform is
attached to the rear box. And finally, A tail wheel is attached under the rear box which would
keep the robot balanced A photo of our tail wheel is illustrated in figure 2. The wheel aligns
itself with the direction the robot is moving.

Figure 2: Tail wheel
The firing mechanism is inspired by how catapults work. The servo bends a hammer
which is attached to the front box with 4 rubber links and bends it by each revolution it makes.
Once it releases the hammer, the potential that has been stored into the rubber is released which
shoots the ping pong ball. 3
The tape sensor platform has slots for the tape sensors in a way that we can detect the barriers
and the island. When the robot is on the cross like target, all tape sensors would be triggered.
Figure 3 illustrates an image of the tape sensor platform. As it can be seen there are holes for
screws on this platform so we can adjust its height by moving it up or down so we don’t have to
change the threshold on the software

Figure 3: Tape sensor platform
3

Appendix IV includes the final mechanical design of Walle
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Circuitry Design
Walle is using 6 IR phototransistor sensors. These phototransistors act as tape detectors. They
have an IR LED and a phototransistor next to each other and they measure the reflection of IR
emitted by the LED. Since the floor and tape have different reflection constants, the
microcontroller can distinguish between tape and floor using the thresholds that can be set in the
code. In order to drive all of the IR LEDs on these sensors using one signal from the
microcontroller, ULN 2003A (Darlington) was used.
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Figure 4: Schematics of tape sensors

Each LED is lighted with a current of 22 mA through it. The microcontroller receives an analog
signal from the emitter of the phototransistor.
Walle also has 3 bumper sensors. These bumper sensors are simply on/off snatch switches that
send a digital signal to the microcontroller. Figure 5 illustrates the schematics of a bumper
sensor.
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Figure 5: Bumper sensor
As it has been explained in the mechanical design section of this report, Walle is using a servo
motor in its firing mechanism. The servo motor that has been used is a 360ᵒ revolution one and is
connected in the following configuration:
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Gnd

R/C Servo Motor

Figure 6: R/C Servo
To find the distance from walls or the competitor’s robot, Walle has 2 IR proximity sensors. The
wiring diagram of range detectors is shown on figure 7.
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Figure 7: IR range detectors
Each of the two DC motors that run Walle are connected to an encoder for feedback control
purposes. The DC motors are connected to an H-Bridge so the microcontroller can set the
direction and speed (through PWM) for each motor.
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Figure 8: DC motors and encoders
We used the same beacon detector that we perfected in lab 2. The beacon detector consists of a
phototransistor which is connected to a high pass filter then it is AC coupled and is passed trough
a low pass filter so we can filter the beacon frequency (20 kHz). After amplifying the signal, it is
rectified and passed through a comparator with high and low hysteresis. The comparator outputs
a high or a low signal to the microcontroller implying if it is detecting beacon or not. 4
Software Implementation
The software is implemented using hierarchical state-machines and many different functions.
The code is divided into multiple functions and helper functions in order to make implementation
and testing easy. Different software systems of the robot are described below.
Tape Sensors

4

Schematics of the beacon detector is attached in appendix V
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The sampling of the tape sensors is implemented using a state machine which takes a sample
with the Infrared LED on and another sample with the LED off. The sample with the LED off
records the current noise level while the sample with the LED on records the noise plus the
amount of light reflected off the ground. By subtracting the LED on sample from the LED off
sample the noise is canceled out and we get the real ground reflection signal. This value is used
to determine if the sensor is on tape or not by comparing it to two experimentally determined
threshold values. If it is above a HIGH_THRESHOLD (650 in our case) then it means that a lot
of the light is being reflected back so the sensor is not on tape. If the value is below a
LOW_THRESHOLD (350 in our case) then the sensor is on tape. The state machine used to
implement this is shown in figure 9.

Figure 9: State machine for tape sensors
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Infrared Rangefinder sensors
The range finder sensors output an analog voltage proportional to the distance of the objects it
sees. The sensor’s data sheet has a table with 15 points of voltage vs. distance. In order to
compute the distance from the voltage read, the read_IR() function was implemented. It takes
the sensors to be read as a parameter and reads the corresponding AD port, converts the value
read to a voltage and does a linear interpolation between the two closest points provided in the
data sheet to compute the exact distance.
Servo control
The software to control the servo motor consists of two functions, one to initialize
RC_PORTY07 and set its pulse time to 1482 ms at which the servo is stopped, and the second
function which takes the desired speed of the servo as a parameter and sets the high period of the
pulse to its corresponding value (between 1460 ms for slow to 1340 for fast).
Bumpers
The software for the bumper hit detection consists of two functions. The first function initializes
the corresponding PORTX3 - 5 pins as digital inputs and the second reads the pins. The
bumper_check function checks whether any of the bumpers have been triggered and returns an
unsigned char value with the last three bits corresponding to the three bump sensors (ie
0b00000111 means all three bumpers are hit).
Encoders
The encoders’ software is implemented using external interrupts. The initialization function sets
PORTY06(left encoder) and PORTY8(right encoder) to generate external interrupts on the rising
edge, and also sets PORTY09 and PORTY12 as inputs for the second encoder signal from the
left and right encoder. Every time the left encoder generates an interrupt, the service function for
it reads PORTY9. If the value read is a 0 it increments the counter value and if it is 1 it
decrements it. The same thing happens when the right encoder generates an interrupt; only
instead of reading PORTY9 it reads PORTY12.
Motor control
The software for the motor control consists of seventeen functions which are different variations
of turning, driving straight, and initializing the pins for the H-bridge.
There are three main functions for driving straight.
char drive_straight(int speed, int dir, float vbattery );
The drive_straight function is the most basic drive forward function, which takes the desired
motor voltage (between 1 to12) and direction and sets the PWM accordingly taking in account
the battery voltage level.
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char drive_straight_balanced(int pwm, int dir, float vbattery);
The second function is similar to the first however it sends more power to the wheel that has
turned less, which makes the robot drive in a straight line even if the friction of the two wheels
are not the same. This is done by keeping track of the encoder counters of each motor and
adjusting the PWM duty cycle to keep the two counters as close to equal as possible. The other
difference to the first function is that the function takes the desired PWM duty cycle instead of
desired voltage.
char drive_straight_controled(float speed, int dir, float vbattery);
This function takes as parameter the desired speed of the motors, in RPM, the direction (forward
or reverse) and the battery voltage. It uses a PD controller to adjust the PWM duty cycle of the
motors in order to hold the desired speed.
The function used to implement it is duty = duty + .5*(speed - lspeed) where duty is the current
duty cycle, speed is the desired speed in RPM, and lspeed is the actual speed of the left motor. If
the actual speed is less than the desired speed, the error is positive so the duty cycle increases
and vice versa. The Kd constant was experimentally determined to produce the best results when
it is around 0.5. Using a larger number makes the controller respond faster to changes in the
motor speed but also makes it more unstable as it overshoots the desired speed by a large factor.
char drive_turns(float turns, int dir, int speed, int vbat)
This function takes the desired number of turns, direction, and desired speed and battery voltage
as inputs and after both wheels have turned the specified amount of turns the function returns 1.
Two functions have been implemented to turn left or right. The first one continuously turns left
or right and the second turns for 90 degrees and then stops. For second function calculates the
degrees it has turned by looking at both the left and right encoder and stops when it has turned 90
degrees.
Top level state machine
The top level state machine is implemented using four sub-state machines. The robot first finds
the beacon and turns 180 degrees from it. It then finds the island, navigates to the other side,
finds the enemy island, locates the dead robot and shoots at it, navigates back to the other side
and finds the island again after which it stops.
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Figure 10: Top level state machine

Find Center Line State Machine
The Find Center Line State machine starts when the robot is facing the back wall. What it does is
it first drives until it hits the wall and both the left and the right bumpers are pressed which
guarantees that the robot is perpendicular to the wall. It then backs up and turns right and checks
the distance that the IR range-finder sensors are reading. If the distance is greater than 130 cm it
drives forward since that means that it is in the left half of the field. If the distance read is less
than 110 than it turns around 180 degrees and drive forward that way until it hits the center line.
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This is only done if the beacon sensor is not reading 1. If the beacon sensor detects a beacon, the
robot drives forward until its bumpers are triggered or it finds the center line. If its bumpers are
triggered, the robot simply turns 180 degrees and drives that way until it finds the center line.
The reason for this is because if the dead robot is on the back line, the initial algorithm would not
find the center line as the range-finder sensors provide the distance to the dead robot instead of
the distance to the side of the field. Once the robot hits the center line, it turns so that it faces the
enemy island and starts driving forward at which point the navigation state-machine takes
control.

Figure 11: Find center line state machine
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Navigation State Machine
The Navigation state machine does exactly what its name entails. It navigates the field until it
reaches the other side. The state machine starts by driving forward and does so until it reaches
the other side or until it hits tape or its bumpers get triggered which signals that it hit the other
robot. If the left tape sensors are triggered, the robot stops, turns left, drives forward 2 inches,
turns right and continues to drive forward. The vice-versa happens if the right tape sensors are
triggered. The state machine ends when, facing the enemy island the front tape sensors is
triggered and the distance read by the IR range-finder sensors is between 30 and 40 cm.

Figure 12: Navigation state machine
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Bot Hit State Machine
If during the navigation state-machine the bumpers get triggered, the Bot Hit state machine is
invoked to avoid the dead robot. In this state machine the robot backs up and first tries to go
around the obstacle on the right side and if it hits tape in the process it tries to go around the left
side of the obstacle. Since it backs up 3 inches, if the robot successfully drives forward 5 inches
the state machine assumes that it has gotten around the obstacle and returns control to the
navigation state machine.

Figure 13: Bot hit state machine
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Find Beacon and Shoot bot state machine
The find beacon state machine starts by checking if the beacon sensor is currents detecting a
beacon or not and if it is, it turns away from it. This is done to improve the accuracy of finding
the beacon. Once it has turned away from the beacon, the robot will start turning left till it finds
the beacon again and will keep turning left until it loses the beacon again while keeping track of
the angle that it has seen the beacon. After it loses the beacon the robot turns back half the angle
it has turned while seeing the beacon. This is done in order to increase the precision with which
the robot finds the other beacon. The shooting state machine is identical however it also keeps
tracks of the angle turned until it has found the beacon in order to be able to turn back to its
original position.

Figure 14: Find beacon state machine
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Developments, Results, and Challenges
We first designed our robot as a uniform square box; however, since the wheels that we were
using were too wide, we would exceed the dimensions specified in the specification. Since the
wheels had a really good traction to the ground we decided to change our design to comply with
the specification.
Before checking out, we realized that our bumpers are weak and they may break so we put a
metal rod behind them, in the front box as a support.
Initially the proximity detector was attached to the tape detector platform. Since the elevation of
it was too low, it could detect ping pong balls in the field and as a result, the state machine would
have thought that the ping pong ball is a wall. In order to fix that, we changed its location from
the bottom to top of the front box.
In order to make the firing mechanism work, we had to add holders so the ball does not fall from
the shooting platform and also since it was shooting slightly to the right, we had to adjust it to
shoot to the left to cancel out the deviation.
The phototransistors should be considerably close to the floor in order to detect the reflection of
IR light. In our mechanical design, we tried to place the sensors as close to the floor as we could
since we were going to run our robot on different fields, we made an adjustable height platform
for the tape detectors. Also by altering the value of the resistor that is connected to the
phototransistor, we managed to receive high enough current signals that could be easier to
distinguish from noise and discriminate tape and floor.
We first used the bumper sensors in the configuration shown in figure 15 however after scoping
the output signal we noticed that since the ground pin was not connected, the output pin was
floating. As a result we have connected the ground pin to the common ground of our circuit.

1k
PORTX3

VCC= 5v

Figure 15: Bumper with a missing common ground
In our circuitry design, we tried to keep our wires as short as possible to reduce the noise. Also
we tried avoiding paths that are too close to the motor which generates electromagnetic waves
and thus affects our system with noise.
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Initially we were sampling the tape sensors at 500 Hz however it did not seem to work very well
so we lowered the sampling frequency to 50 Hz which fixed our problems.
The bump sensors were randomly triggered because of the noise from the motors. In order to fix
it we implemented a counter which counts in how many times the bumpers have been triggered
in the past 100 checks. If they have been triggered more than 80 times, the corresponding
bumper flag is set. This fixed the problem without requiring any hardware changes which made
this fix optimal.
We also had a problem with inconsistent values of the Infra-red Range-Finder sensors. This was
either caused by the noise from the motors or because of the low quality of the sensors. In order
to fix this we implemented a state machine that only reads the value on the ADC port every 1ms
and also implements a moving average of the last 10 readings. This made a huge difference in
our distance values, and fixed all of our erroneous state transitions because of noise.
In order to minimize the overshoot of turning left or right, the duty cycle sent to the motors is
decreased linearly after the robot has turned 75 degrees. This is done using a state machine that
stops the motors for 0.3 seconds before starting to turn, then turns 90 degrees and stops the
motors for 0.3 seconds again. This is done in order for the robot to come to a complete stop
before starting to turn and before resuming driving after the turn which makes the turns more
precise.

Conclusion
In conclusion we learned how to design a mechanical system and incrementally develop it so it
can comply with circuitry and software design. We learned how to work as a team and how to
communicate clearly without micromanaging each other. We learned how to debug mechanical,
electrical, and software problems. We learned how to handle noise using digital and analog
methods and how to design and implement hierarchical state machines. We used the data sheets
in order to extract data from their tables, graphs, and descriptions. We have been keeping notes
and referring to them when necessary and in as a group, we tried to be present at the same time
so we can be up to date about what each person is doing.
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Appendix I: Map of Competition
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Appendix II: Links to Parts and Components
Uno32: http://www.amazon.com/digilent-chipKITUno32/dp/B0051RT9ZY/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1331614844&sr=8-1
I/O Board: http://classes.soe.ucsc.edu/cmpe118/Winter12/Labs/Uno32_IO_board.pdf
Servo motor: http://www.lynxmotion.com/p-429-hsr-1425cr-57-ozin-continuous-rotationstandard-servo.aspx
Servo head: http://www.lynxmotion.com/p-403-aluminum-tubing-connector-hub-pair.aspx
Servo head tubing: http://www.lynxmotion.com/p-406-aluminum-tubing-450.aspx
IR proximity sensor: http://www.sparkfun.com/products/8958
Encoder: http://www.lynxmotion.com/p-448-quadrature-motor-encoder-wcable.aspx
DC motor: http://www.lynxmotion.com/p-653-gear-head-motor-12vdc-301-200rpm-6mmshaft.aspx
H_bridge: http://classes.soe.ucsc.edu/cmpe118/Winter12/Labs/DRV8814_Bridge.pdf
ULN 2003A: http://classes.soe.ucsc.edu/cmpe118/Winter12/Labs/ULN2003A_Darlington.pdf
Bumper Snap switch:
http://www.frys.com/product/2314479?site=sr:SEARCH:MAIN_RSLT_PG
Wheels: http://www.lynxmotion.com/p-108-off-road-robot-tire-475d-x-2375w-pair.aspx
Tail wheel: http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0006O4H2M/ref=oh_o00_s00_i00_details
Rubber links: http://www.vexrobotics.com/275-1029.html
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Appendix III: Final Mechanical Design
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Appendix IV: Wiring Diagram
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Appendix V: Schematics of Beacon Detector

